Queueing systems in which idle times of servers seldom occur are commonly seen in many practical areas such as manufacturing, transportation, etc. Here we call such a system buffer type queueing system. It is known that the fluid flow approximation technique is efficient in analysing such systems. This paper presents an algorithm based on this technique and a comprehensive computing tool (FFQA) which employs it. The applicability and the accuracy of FFQA are illustrated through some examples.
Introduction
In practice, there are many examples of a type of queueing sys tem in which idling of the servers seldom occurs. Let us cons ider a situation of unloading ores from a freighter to barges. As far as there are empty barges near the freighter, the unloading process continues. In cas e of manufacturing processes, they usually have no interruption due to the shortage of materials since buffer storage is available. In the present paper, we shall call such queueing systems buffer type.
the yard due to unloading are pulled back to the freighter in order to keep the process going. This loading unloading process is continued until the materials in the freighter are completely unloaded.
In usual terminologies, the first service station in this process is an unloading crane on the freighter. Input cus tomers are ores and output customers are loaded barges. The server is interrupted if there a re no emp ty ba rges. The serve r in the second s ervic e s ta tion is a tugboat and the customers are loaded barges. This approach is rather complex But. if we cons ider the following seven types of cus tomers and appropriate seven nodes, we can explain the sys tern in a natural form as illustrated in Fig Example -2 ( tandem queue with blocking )
Cons ider a two stage tandem queue which serves a single type of commodity. Assume that the node 2 ( Le., stage 2 ) has a finite waiting room of capacity 3. The departing commodity from node 1 is assumed to be blocked if the waiting room at the second node is full.
Let Ai (t) and Di (t) be the cumulative arrival to node i and the cumulative departure from node i respectively.
In this case we have to define the condition A2(t) -D2(t) .. 3 as a cons traint to node 1. Whenever ( time to in Fig. 2 ) this cons traint is satisfied, FFQA interrupts the departure process from node 1 for a time interval J.1 d2 l , where J.1 d2 is the service rate at node 2. The dotted lines in Fig. 2 indicate the process after the induced delay.
Additional Node
In modeling a real system using FFQA, one may require to model a situation where a commodity takes a certain time DTi to move between two nodes i and j. 
Termination of the Computation
The ending of the computation in FFQA is determined by means of a termination condition defined by the user. Informations such as the time a t which the compu ta tiona1 process :Is to be s topped or the number of commodities required to be processed at a particular node before the termination can be used to define the termination condition. A detailed discussion is available in [10]. 
A Rapid Algorithm
Note that thes e cons traints are the types that are frequently us ed in modeling many of the queueing situations using FFQA. Because of the above restrictions the applicability range of FFQA-RAPID ·becomes narrow compared with FFQA-GAP. It is also to be noted that in future it may be possible to release the restriction (a).
Outline of FFQA
FFQA is writ ten in BAS IC and is run on a pers onalcompu ter ( NEC PC-9801, 528 KBy tes ). Inpu t da ta to the package is rec ei ved by th ree subroutines DATA 1 3.
DA TA 1 receives inc remental s imula tion time b. ("0.25 in the default case) and the general data corresponding to each node such as node number, service rate, queue size at t=O, input set, output set, percentage of commodities moved from node to node and the delay occured in moving a commodity from one node to another. Statements such as NODE NUMBER: SERVICE RATE etc., will appear on the screen automatically so that the user can input the relevant data through the keyboard.
In DATA 2, FFQA checks the initial nodes in the flow diagram on the basis of the data in DATA 1 and will request the user to input the data such as arrival rate, time arrival begins etc., corresponding to them. Various arrival patterns will appear on the screen and the user can input these values through the keyboard.
DATA 3 is for inputting the informations such as constraints, termination condition etc., in BASIC statements. In principle, any appropriate mathematical expression is permitted as a cons traint.
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Summary report ( see [10) ) prints out all the input data and the output data such as mean sojourn time. cumulative arrival. cumulative departure. maximum. minimum and the average number of commodities with respect to each node.
Due to the conversational abi.lity of FFQA, the manipulation is very simple.
Numerical Examples
In order to illustrate the appUcability of FFQA-GAP and FFQA-RAPID, we present here some numerical examples and for details and more examples refer [7) . The acculracy of the results from FFQA is checked by comparing with GPDS ( General Purpose Discrete Simulatora1mos t same as GPSS ) results obtained from Melcom Cosmo 700 machine.
Tandem Queue with Blocking
Cons ider Example -2 and assume that the service rates in node 1 and 2 be 0.51 and 0.32 respectively. It is also assumed that the commodities arrive at node 1 at the rate of 11 a1
The system is simulated us ing FFQA-RAPID and GPDS and the results appear in Table 1 below.
In Table 1 , GPDS(det) refers to the case where the interarrival times and the service times at thE! nodes are cons tants at 1/ IJ. al.
1/.51 and 1/.32 respectively. For the sake of comparison, we also consider an extreme cas e where thes e times arl~ exponentia11y dis tributed with the same means as above and the corresponding results appear under the column GPDS(ran). The bracketed figure is the es timated standard deviation from 12 runs.
It can be seen from Table 1 that for values IJ. a1 > 0.5 ( during this range the traffic intensity of node 1 > l)FFQAgives good approximate values. In the case of node 2, the fit is good even for 11 a1 > 0. 4 . results corresponding to the random ,:ase are almost the same as that in the deterministic case. It is to be noted that the same set of random numbers is used to estimate the means and the standard deviations corres ponding to the different values of 11 al' Table 2 shows that FFQA-RAPID is faster than FFQA-GAP. It can also be seen that when 6 (incremental simulation time) decreases the accuracy of the computed values from FFQA-GAP increases eventhough the CPU time becomes large.
In simulating the problems hereafter, preference is given to
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Buffer Type Queueing Systems
FFQA-RAPID due to the time factor and only the problems that cannot be tackled by FFQA-RAPID are simulated by FFQA-GAP.
Tandem Queue with a Delay
We consider here a tandem queue with 3 nodes and it is assumed that it takes 2 time units fur a COlnmodity to move from node 2 to 3.
Furthermore, we assume that at time t=O there are 20 commodities in noae 1
and after that no arrival occurs. Th~ service rates of each node are assumed to be 0.8,0.5 and 0.3 respectlvely.
In this cas e FFQA automatically introduces an additional node to the flow diagram between the nodes 2 and 3 with an average service time of 2, before the computation starts·. The computed values appear in Table 3 . Average Sojourn Ti-me of a Tandem Q.1eue with Delay
Loading Unloading Problem
Consider Example -1. In this c.ase one of the objectives may be to minimize the waiting time of the freighter. So, for example one may be interes ted in finding out the optimal number of barges required to minimize the waiting time of the frei.ghter under say, a cos t cons traint.
It is assumed here that the loading r;'lte of materials into the barges ls 0.8 and the unloading rate at the yard is 0.5. It is also assumed that it takes 3 time units for the commodities to move between the nodes 2+:3, 4"5, 6 .. 7 and 7+6 in Fig. 1 
. For the dE!tails of the inpu t da ta ref er [101.
The average waiting time of the freighter is plotted in Fig. 3 against the number of barges. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that FFQA-RAPID
gives close values to that of GPDS.
A Queueing System with Feed Back
Let's COIlS ider the queueing sys tem illus trated in Fig. 4 below.
Assume that the service rates of the nodes 1,2 and 3 are 0.8, 0.6and 0.4 respectively. 60% of the commodities departing from node 3 join node 2 again and the res t depart from the sys tem. It is als 0 assumed that the queue size in node 1 at t .. O is 50 and no arrival will occur thereafter. Table 4 . 
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A Complicated Network Type Queueing System
Cons ider the queueing network illus trated by the flow diagram in respectively. This example is presented here in order to illustrate the capability of FFQA to tackle complicated network type queueing sys tems.
The computed results from FFQA-GAP and GPDS are shown in Table 5 . 
A Comparison with Other Methods
In this Section, we compare FFQA with other accepted simulation languages such as DYNAMO and SLAM 11 for the purpose of illustrating the computational efficiency and the simplicity in manipulation of FFQA.. One of the serious drawbacks of FFQA is that it cannot be us ed to simulate queueing systems in light traffic conditions.
is the total number of nodes.
Determine the computation order of the nodes by us ing the sub algorithm *ORDER ( see below ) Note that for all nodes x € S, t: -t * For nodes x € S, the induced * delay corres ponding to the cons traint satis fied at tx is induced to the departure process of the node concerned. The his tory of the sys tem until t* is neglected and the process STEP 1 STEP 3 is repeated.
